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When I was asked to be the head editor of BUFO, the first thing that
went through my head was, why me? I was flattered, but confused. I
accepted, and that confusion stayed with me for longer than I will
admit here. Now that I see what Cam, Ellie, Isabella, and I, along with
the authors of these works have created, I am anything but confused.

The 2021 edition of BUFO is full of talented works I am proud to share.

My own personal goal for putting together the magazine was to
provide an opportunity to uplift voices and that includes giving authors
a space to speak their truths and to use language as they feel. Words
have power, and while it is not okay to just use words, we honor those
who use language to tell their story.  

Working alongside Cam has been nothing shy of a privilege, and more
than I could have hoped for. Every time we met I left with a new
excitement for this project. I am so grateful for Isabella’s enthusiasm
and for going with the flow to get things done despite my chaotic work
style. Without the BUFO team’s dedication and commitment to this
project, the book you are holding now would not exist. For that, I say
thank you. Thank you to you, the reader, for supporting our publication
and celebrating another issue of BUFO with us. 

Editor's Note
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Natalia’s life ended with a pair of soiled dress
shoes. She stared in horror at the formerly blood
red slippers, now burnt nearly to ash. The shoes
she’d saved up money for, the ones she’d
smuggled past her mother, lay utterly destroyed
on her mattress. Her mother’s smug look as she’d
ascended the stairs flashed before her eyes. A
punishment—that’s what this was. No one
disobeyed Mamá. 

“Natalia, it’s your turn to weed the garden, “ her
sister, Lilianna, called as she passed the door. She
stopped when she saw her younger sister’s tear
streaked face. 

“What’s wrong?” Lilianna whispered, brow
furrowed. Natalia gestured weakly to the shoes.
Lilianna sucked in a breath. 

“Nat…” She started to say something, but
reconsidered. “I’m sorry… but better she shredded
them instead of you.”

Heat flashed across Natalia’s face. She hated
them all: her mother for hating her, Lilianna for
being the perfect daughter, and most of all, the
crime lord, Hayno Marquis, and his men who
patrolled the streets. It was because of them her
mother had turned so cruel; the violent death of
her husband had changed her. 
Anger fueling her, Natalia grabbed her ruined
slippers from her bed and flung them out the
window into the alley below, right next to the
flower bed she was supposed to be weeding. Her
mother wanted her to garden? Oh, she’d garden. 

By the time Natalia had finished, the garden and
dirt alleyway beside it were rife with deep
gashes, freshly murdered plants, and, sitting on
top of it all, her ruined red slippers. 

 

BLOOD RED

Isabella Folio
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A ghoulish scream jarred Natalia out of bed. For a fleeting moment, she
imagined it was her mother, in anguish at finding her beloved flower bed
razed. No—that screech definitely did not belong to her mother. Hands
over her ears and her vision partially obscured by her shag of rust red
hair, Natalia rushed to the window. A horse lay broken in the darkness. It
had lost its footing on ground she had torn up. And on its saddle…

Natalia’s heart twisted. Its rider wore the olive uniform of Hayno Marquis’
men. 

She backed away from the window and out of the room entirely, body
shaking. No, she could not have killed that man. She didn’t, she didn’t, she
didn’t! 
Natalia choked on a sob and slumped against the wooden door to her
right.
“Natalia?” Lilianna opened the door to find her sister at her feet. 
“I—I didn’t mean to. I swear. I swear!” Her sister’s face went pale as the
horse screamed again. A second cry joined its: their mother’s. 
“Nat, what did you do?” Lilianna whispered, wide-eyed. 

“I wanted to hurt Mamá for the shoes, so I destroyed the garden. But the
horse…” Another sob shook Natalia. Her sister bent down and took
Natalia’s face in her hands.
“It’s going to be alright.”
“No, it won’t! You know that,” Natalia hissed. “Hayno Marquis executes
anyone who raises a hand against him or his men, whether it was
intentional or not. They’ll kill me.”

A shadow passed over Lilianna’s face. In one quick movement, she freed
her dark hair from its knot, allowing it to spill over her shoulders.
“No, they won’t. Quick, come inside. I know what to do; we just need ten
minutes.”
Unfortunately for the two sisters, Hayno Marquis’ men arrived in six. They
blew past Mamá as she pleaded for her life and barreled up the stairs.
They shattered Lilianna’s door and found two dismayed girls standing
before the fireplace. The sisters were out of time.

Wrapped in her daughter’s robe, Mamá clung to Lilianna for dear life as
they dragged Natalia from the house. Tears stained the dark haired girl’s
face as her sibling disappeared into the shadows of the night. She hid
them as her mother held her close, just as she hid the red streak of hair
the black dye had not quite reached. It was the color of the blood her
sister, Lilianna, had spilled to save her. 
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Torch flicked their dying cigarette to the ground. It was their third today,

which was more than they usually smoked, but better than the two packs
a day they smoked back in June. Their fingers twitched as they shoved the
rest of the pack into their back pocket. 
They kicked a crumbling piece of sidewalk away with the front of their
boot. Their break ended in… Torch checked their watch. Two minutes ago. 

Ah, well. They were usually the only one in the store this late at night, so
there was no one to report them to management. Torch shivered. There
was no point hanging about out here without the call of nicotine to
distract them from the cold. 

The gas station they worked was the kind that forced their employees to
stand behind the checkout counter for no reason at all other than it
‘looked lazy’ for employees to sit. So Torch had brought a busted neon
folding chair they found on the side of the road which they kept in the
back for nights like this. What management didn’t know wouldn’t kill them. 

 

SEVEN ELEVEN
Rain Jocas
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A The door chimed. A woman entered. It was hard to tell a person’s age in a
town like this. People tended to look older than they were, fingers worked to
the bone and face weathered like cliffs over thousands of years. Torch
themself was already starting to gray and they were only 28. This woman
wasn’t like that. She was young, and actually looked it. Her clothing was new
and her skin was clear, the color of rich soil. When she spoke it was with the
confidence of a woman who was used to being spoken over. 
“Hello?” she called. “Is anyone here?” 

Torch stared at her. “Jackie?”

Jackie blinked. It had been years since they’d last spoken and Torch wouldn’t
blame her for not recognizing them. “Is that you-?” 

“Torch. Name’s Torch now.” 

Jackie shifted on her feet. She scanned over them the way people always
did when Torch told them, no doubt trying to fit them into her worldview. She
frowned at the acrylic nails that tapped at a stubbled chin. 

“This might be an insensitive question…” 

“So don’t ask it.” 
Jackie’s face split into a smile and she laughed. That was something she’d
always said, back when they were friends. Torch would ask her a question
and Jackie would shut it down before they finished because the questions
Torch liked to ask tended to be, well, insensitive. 

Jackie set a pack of cigarettes down on the counter. “You look rather
different from when I last saw you, Torch.” 

“So d’you. Sound different too.” 

“I suppose I do.” 

Jackie dug through her purse. If they had to guess that tiny bag cost more
than their rent for the month. 

“So.” 

“So?” 

“You really did it, huh.” 

Jackie dug out a twenty and slid it over the counter top. “So did you. You
changed your name, Torch. I know that’s something you always wanted to
do.” 

“Yeah, but you got outta here.”

Jackie’s eyes darted to Torch’s hot pink acrylics as they handed over the
pack. “I’m back, am I not?” 

“Yeah.” Torch frowned. “The hell are you back for, Jackie? Thought you left
this place for good.” 
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“Ma died.” 

“Shit.” 
Torch hadn’t loved Ma and neither had Jackie but then, it wasn’t like she
loved either of them. Torch used to think Ma loved Jackie, but that was
before Jackie left without saying a word. For a foster mother she wasn’t
great at the whole ‘mother’ thing. Apparently though, Ma cared less about
Torch than they’d thought if no one had bothered to tell them that she
died. “You’re here for the funeral then?” 

Jackie grimaced. “The funeral was two days ago, Torch. I head out in the
morning.” “Oh.” 

“It was nice seeing you?” 

Torch didn’t respond. They pulled the pack from their back pocket and lit
another cigarette.
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The world had hope. The SALT talks began a week ago and
promised nuclear weapon reduction. Under the Pacific, the Soviet K-
33 submarine was ensuring parity with the United States. Five
minutes before his spat between his comrades began, patrolling
unnoticed in water near California, Vice Admiral Ilya Ilyich Petrov
sat in the kitchen and thought about his family. At 59 years old, the
Revolution happened in early youth and left a lasting impression on
the son of a peasant from St. Petersburg. Soon after joining the
Komsomol, he enrolled in the navy, eager to serve the cause of
“world revolution.” When his fervent idealism faded enough, he
settled down and started a family. His two sons must have finished
their university classes for the day, thought Petrov, and his wife must
be preparing dinner without him like she has during many of his long
deployments. Strangely, the thought of the secret nature of his job
entered his mind and remained there despite his best efforts to
forget it. Neither she nor his sons knew that his ship carried three
“special weapons” capable of vaporizing millions of families like
their own.
Petrov began dozing off. Dreaming of the old schoolyard, his whole
body rumbled and jolted awake from an explosion in the water. The
oscillations of the submarine made Petrov feel like a spring at the
mercy of a bored child. It must have been an American depth
charge, Petrov reasoned as he leaped out of his seat. Petrov rushed
through tight and crowded hallways to the control room to plan the
submarine’s next course of action with Captain Grigory Smirnov and
Political Commodore Pyotr Orlov. He pushed his way through scared
cooks, confused mechanics, and aloof sailors. Exasperated, Petrov
stumbled into the room where Smirnov and Orlov stood—their silver
keys gripped in hand—deciding which West Coast cities to strike.
Orlov was already speaking: “Seattle, Los Angeles, and San
Francisco are good targets.”
“San Diego is a better target than San Francisco,” Captain Smirnov
explained. “More people live in—Petrov! Thank goodness you’ve
arrived. Give me your key; we have to launch our nuclear payload.
What do you think about Seattle, Los Angeles, and San Diego?”
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Petrov tried to speak, but his jaw dropped and only soundless air
escaped his lungs. Instead of grabbing his key from the inside of his coat
pocket, he froze like a statue. Meanwhile, Smirnov was barking orders at
a seated sailor to aim the missiles at the American West coast (“comrade,
aim the first missile at Los Angeles…”) Petrov’s eyes frantically darted
around the room and soon were caught in Orlov’s stare.
“Give the captain your key,” Orlov said, observing Petrov’s quick breaths.
Petrov struggled to return to his senses. After a few seconds of squeezing
his wrist, he eventually stammered out a string of words: “L-launch? No…
you can’t possibly be—”
“Give me your key, comrade,” the submarine captain said, turning back to
Petrov after ending his orders to the other sailor. “We have to launch our
nuclear arsenal before they sink us.”
In an instant, the vice admiral heard millions of infernal screams rising
from their homes all cursing “Ilya Ilyich Petrov”—forever.
“I can’t give you my key,” replied Petrov. With their keys in hand, Captain
Smirnov and Commodore Orlov stood across the table glaring at Petrov.
They needed his key along with theirs to launch their payload and conjure
an inferno on three major cities.
“You felt the American depth charge!” exclaimed Orlov, pounding his
rock-like fist on the table. “The Yankees know we’re here. Their missiles
are probably already on their way to Moscow and Leningrad and—”
“War could not have broken out,” snapped Petrov. “Nixon would not have
done that… not amid the talks… not amid the first signs of hope in years…”
“They struck us with a depth charge in international waters,” the captain
said to remind Petrov of the transgression that had just taken place. “It
can mean nothing else but war.”
“After 1962, the Americans would not suddenly cause nuclear war. I
cannot consent to striking their coastline,” Petrov said. The sight of a
nameless, orphaned baby flashed in his mind.
“Of course they would,” interrupted Orlov. He pounded his fist on the
table harder. Each collision felt like another depth charge convulsing the
submarine. “They want your family, your people, and your country all
dead! It’s now or never, comrade Petrov. Give me the damn key!”
Petrov put his hand over his eyes and for a second contemplated his
options. His chest expanded to its limit, and he felt every eye in the
submarine on his slightly bowed head.
“We can’t kill millions of people!” Petrov cried out. “History will rank us
among the most contemptible killers like Genghis Khan and Napoleon.
We can’t do it… we can’t… we—”
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Captain Smirnov spoke, staring at Petrov but pointing to a random sailor
in the room: “Comrade Petrov, do you see comrade Nikolaevich sitting
there? He is a loyal sailor who enrolled after the Great Patriotic War to
serve the cause of the working class. He has a wife and daughter in
Smolensk, and their lives—and of the Revolution, of Brezhnev, of
communism—all depend on your ability to do your duty and fight when
circumstances demand it. Hand it over.”
Petrov choked out a response: “No… even if the Americans launched their
missiles, his wife is already doomed. And if we strike their country and the
Americans haven’t attacked, then his wife will surely die when they
retaliate. You must stop this madness, comrade Smirnov…”
Commodore Orlov watched the entire exchange transpire and was filled
with rage at Petrov’s insubordination. He gripped his granite fists. Seeing
Petrov distracted in his argument with Smirnov, he lunged at Petrov over
the table and knocked him unconscious. Orlov plunged his hand into the
coat of Petrov’s sprawled out body and ripped out the third key.
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5:00 pm
 The little scrap adorned with a pixel of some fruits felt heavy in my
mouth. Only for a second however, as then it was gone. 
In my twenties, the idea of me taking drugs was unseemingly. I was a
good member of society. An engineer. I had a nice life for myself. A wife
named Colette and two kids, Molly Anne and Addison, or Addie as she
used to demand to be called. Addison was too formal for my lil’ drama
queen. But now she is forty with her own kid. Molly Anne and I have not
spoken since Thanksgiving three years ago after some stupid accusation.
That was when Colette died. A week before. 
She and I had planned our lives dependent on each other. I didn’t know
what to do when she decided to leave this world. We wanted to do
everything together from the mundane to the wild. 
 It didn’t taste bitter. Rebecca across the hall said something about it
being bitter. I don’t remember if it's a good or bad thing.
 "Why did I do this?" I kept asking myself. The only thing I could procure to
answer my question was Colette’s face. I promised her so much, the very
least I could do in the last months or weeks or even days I have left is to
keep a promise or two. I crumbled the soft, aged paper of the forty year
old diner napkin I had in my hands without even glancing at the notes on
there. It felt like a tumor the way it rested against my thigh, an infection
stuck in my pocket.
 I glanced towards the scattered papers, MRI scans, receipts, and bills on
my coffee table. They are all stained from Sunday. I spilled my mug. It has
gotten heavy nowadays. The mug is still tipped over. I couldn’t bring
myself to clean it up. I cannot bring myself to do much any more. The walls
are orange; it’s a decent color, yet, not the best. The floor squeaks as I
shift my weight to grab the latest file. I stare at the black, oozing, rot on
the paper. I let myself go after Colette. She would be proud though that
I’m finally doing at least one thing I had promised her when we were
open-eyed with hearts as empty to the world as a new journal to a poet.
 These last few years, since the passing of my dearest Colette, the world
feels heavy. Much like she used to describe the few months before her
accident. I feel the oxygen in the air sticking to me like flies stick to a
horse. And the trees have lost their green even though it's July. There is a
puddle outside of our apartment complex that won’t dry up. And I can
never bring myself to turn the lights on in my apartment. I guess at my
age, I should expect myself to be this tired. 12



6:00 pm

What is that?
What is that sound?
“Mary Anne! Stop slamming your door!” 
Wait.  
Please go away.
Mary Anne isn’t here and the knocking likely isn’t and that shadow that
has been staring at me for the last ten minutes isn’t real either nor the
wave of the walls nor the buzzing. The buzzing is not real. The buzzing is
not real. The buzzing is not real the buzzing is not real the buzzing is no-
“Mr. Regdell! How are you hangin’?” 
It is Rebecca. Rebecca Young. It is Rebecca from across the hall. Slowly, I
rise from my chair and the world shifts from under me. I can feel the sun
rising in Australia. 
I wish Colette and I had the opportunity to travel. She was terrified of
planes. 
The door handle slips out of my hand. It resembled a mass of that playing
dough the girls used to have. God if only I could figure out how to open
this god damn-
“Isn’t your key under the mat? I’ve been watching the door handle bobble
for like five minutes man, can I just let myself in?”
I try to orchestrate my brain to work in conjunction with my mouth but
before I can agree, she is on my couch with my key in her hand. 
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7:00 pm

Rebecca has eyes much like Colette. They remind me of the pools of
honey she would leave on the counter after making tea. Rebecca acts
like Mary Anne, but I am yet to be on her bad side. They both happen to
be stubborn, loud, and abrasive. In Rebecca’s case, what else comes with
youth besides just that. I met Rebecca a long time ago when she was
around twelve. Her and her mother moved across the street and after
Colette and I experienced months of the mother’s screaming, we invited
the girl over for dinner and she soon became a fixture in our home. I
remember her playing with Addie’s old Barbies that just sat in a box in
her closet after she moved away to that university in Pennsylvania. 
She used to sit in the kitchen at the round table that used to be in the
corner of the kitchen, near the windows, with them all set up in their
plastic shoes and nylon skirts. The dolls would argue about each other’s
boyfriends or friend drama. Colette would sit with her, silently stitching a
new coat out of some scraps of fabric she found in the closet. As
Rebecca got older, the barbies were passed to the vintage toy shop
down the street to pay for a new chair in the living room, this gaudy
velvet green piece, and her entertainment became boys, friends, and
some activities I cannot approve of. But I loved her like a daughter. 
Rebecca was a good kid. The only one who came around anymore after
Colette. I was bored. I was alone. And she took care of me like I used to
take care of her. 
She’s the only one I told.

14



8:00 pm
The couch feels like marshmallows and Addie’s old bunny named Bonnet. 
 Everytime I look at the ceiling, I swear it is dripping onto me. I can see it.
I swear it is.
 “Mr. Regdell, how are you really doing?” she interrupted while I slipped
in between the cushions into a far memory of mine.
 I watched Colette from the door as she sat at the piano in the office,
playing some beautiful, improvised melody. The light from the window,
even though it faced a brick wall, fell on her profile and graying hair,
making her glow. My god, she was iridescent. I could never look away.
She was beautiful. Not just looks, even though she was, in her youth and
still is, a stunner, but in who she was. 
 “What do you think,” she chirped from slouched over the piano keys. 
 “Wonderful,” were the only words that came to my lips. Maybe I was
describing the music, maybe her, I still don’t know. 
 “Not yet,” she stated. Even as we aged, her passion never did. It
remained as green as Persephone. That’s who Colette was. Passionate.
While she never liked living much, she was thrilled with everything life had
to offer: music, art, theatre. Colette was everything I was not. Back in ‘67,
as soon as I saw her, I knew I wanted to spend every single moment I had
left laughing with her, crying with her, protecting her, and with her. 
 But now I have more moments left, not many, but some, and she robbed
me from spending those with her.
I can’t be angry at her. I knew she struggled. I knew she could feel her
want to be here slipping away, and to be honest, I saw it too. Her eyes
went from the color of a sun’s kiss to dull, uninterested, uninvested. I
should’ve said something. I promised. I promised to be there and I did
nothing. I didn’t think she would.
I knew.
I knew what would happen but I hoped she wouldn’t be as selfish as she
was. 
She wasn’t selfish, I regret saying that. She was just tired. So tired. So so
tired. I’m so tired. I’m exhausted. 
The couch spits me back out and I’m thrown back into an orange room
with blinding yellow lights that buzz constantly. I can feel their hazey,
sickly glow around me, sticking to the walls like a disease. I hate this 
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 room. I repainted it to get rid of the mural Colette had painted who
knows how many years ago and now it reminds me of her even more. 
I’m heavy with the weight of missing you, Colette. I- I can’t do this
anymore but, but it isn’t much longer. There aren’t many days left. Those
papers on the table say so. Maybe only a week, a month at most and I- I
can’t wait. It went dark without you Colette and it wouldn’t stop raining.
It rained and it rained and it rained every day without you. I know you
would criticize me for the way I live. Without want, without love, without
hope, but I can’t see anything past the day Mary Anne and I found you. I
thought I had done enough for you and the girls. I thought I had shown
you that the day I met you I found paradise. I thought you were happy
with the world we had created, but no, I was never enough. I was never
what you wanted. 
I was never what you wanted was I?
“Huh?” Rebecca asked. I still don’t think my mind and mouth are working
together yet. My tongue feels heavy. Maybe it will swell and strangle
me. 
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Rebecca had left for her boyfriend’s. And I sat. I sat staring at some
picture Mary Anne had painted for me back when she was in art school.
She had her mother’s talent. Addie had her mother’s temper. And they
were both the best daughter’s I could have wished for. I just wish I was
there more often for them or had corrected my mistakes earlier. Addie
doesn’t see me much now. Mary Anne won’t see me. 

 I sat staring at the picture. The strokes of Mary Anne’s brush shifted and
turned as I studied this painting for the first time. I was never the parent
they needed. I was obsessed with providing for them and never thought
about being there for them. I missed every first step, first word, first game,

first dance performance. I didn’t just miss the firsts. I missed it all. I don’t
know if I even spoke to my girls until around their sixth birthday. The paint
shifted around my head, taunting me, mocking me for my failures. I’m sorry
girls. 
The walls began to breathe in rhythm with my aching heart. 

9:00 pm
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10:00 pm
The floor felt like sand and my body like gelatin. 

 I inched my way down the hallway, past the office with the piano, past
Addie and Mary Anne’s old rooms into mine. I stood staring at what my life
had been boiled down to. Piles of papers, medical documents, and
Colette’s old things. The box her wedding dress is in peaked out from
under my bed and all of a sudden, Colette and I are dancing. Her blonde
hair was curled perfectly behind her ears and her blue earrings sang as
they knocked against the clips in her hair. I melted into her eyes and then
onto the bed. 

 The papers on my bed swallowed me. Medical bills and treatment plans
raced in front of my eyes as I could feel the bug in my brain pulsing as it
ate me alive. I should’ve told the girls about the tumor. 
The aged napkin fell out of my pocket and I stared at the empty boxes
written in pink ink. Our bucket list. Unfolding the napkin, I stared at her
handwriting. Colette wrote in the most wonderful cursive. 

I promised her to go to the Grand Canyon. I promised her we would go
horseback riding. I promised her that we would have a dog, a Cocker
Spaniel. I promised we would attend a Fleetwood Mac concert and I
promised her I’d finally agree to do LSD with her there. I also promised a
son and a Porsche 917.

She was wild. I was not. She lived and I didn’t. I only survived. 

We used to go on picnics where I’d watch her string dandelions together
into a crown for the little girl we saw on the swings. She would tell me
about her old boyfriend and the protests they would go to. Or about the
time she got arrested in Portland. She told me all these wonderful stories,
but at the time they scared me. She scared me, but in the best way.

I was a coward. I was afraid. I was afraid to commit to my
responsibilities. I was afraid to show how much I cared. I didn’t show her
or the girls. I thought I did by providing for them and bringing the food
home to put on the table but I never provided my love. 

I cheated Colette. She deserved a life where she could fulfill her wishes.
She deserved someone to keep their promises. So here we are. I am
staring at these words we wrote, hoping to find some remainder of her in
my heart but I- I can't remember what paradise felt like. The tears
pooling in my eyes were the last bits of time I had left. 
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11:00 pm
The walls closed in on me and there I was, in the dark, swimming in my
papers, bills, and reminders of my dear Colette. I waded in the papers,
trying to keep my neck above, trying not to be pulled under. They lapped
at my feet and arms, joking together about what fate I should meet. I
search for a light, I search for some place to rest, but I’ve been swimming
for years at this point and I’ve grown tired.

What awaits me?

 What will greet me?

 Will I be met by the warm embrace of Colette or her stern stare or by an
empty nothingness? Will the rot in my brain overcome me and leave me to
the rats in the walls? Am I to only be dust and grass fertilizer? Am I
destined to live through all this sorrow, heart ache, and isolation to only
be alone yet again?

 The words and papers cut deep into my skin and as the light fades back
into my room, I sit there sobbing.

12:00 pm
Suddenly the color returns to the walls and I can see her dress draped
over the rocking chair and Addie’s old sneakers in the closet. I soon feel
the sticky glaze of the yellow lights and find myself clutching our list. 
Her list.
I need to sleep. I can’t sleep despite how tired I am. Everytime I close my
eyes, I can see the veins in my eyelids pulsing against my corneas like the
red river Addie told me about from Bible school. 

1:00 am
I stare at the little piece of paper and throw it in the trash. I kept one
promise. I loved her. I turn to my side and close my eyes. Finally, I feel
peace. Sleep washes over me and places its delicate hands over my eyes
and finally, I can rest. 
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Little

Black

Shoes

“My smoking hot wife whom, despite her beauty,” 

he winked, “I was able to love myself enough, and
 loved God enough, to wait to love her.” The rest of 
his words blurred into the blue haze around him as he
 stood at the podium underneath those blinding LEDs.
My eyes stung. It was either the tears pooling in my eyes
 that I refused to recognize blindly or my mom’s perfume. 

She wore Chanel No5 and would throw a hissy fit each 

Christmas, directly after we got back from criticizing people 

who only attended on holidays, because my father would always end up getting her Coco
Chanel. It was a cute tradition of ours. 
My feet ached from the straps on my little, glossy black kitten heels that clicked in unison
every time I would trip into our pew. Everyone said my shoes were adorable, with their
little black bows on the back and pointy toe. They were far too mature for me to be
wearing at my age. I looked like the pastor’s smoking hot wife, at least, that’s what the
pastor told me a few years later. My toes had blisters and my heels were cut open. The
shoes were far too small and didn’t fit me at all. I hated wearing them, all I wanted was a
pair of Converse, but those were too boyish so I had to earn the money myself which took
far too long. I couldn’t earn an allowance since chores were tied into honoring thy mother
and father thus my divine duty. It didn’t matter anyways as in a few months I learned how
to gamble against my second grade peers for their lunch or book sale money. 

The youth pastor who sang about fish in God’s beautiful blue sea used to tell me how
pretty my shoes were with their obsidian glare. He wished I’d grow up to be a godly
woman with my life centered around the Lord who loved me so. I wished to kick him with
my little black shoes in his little white balls. 
The shoes would swing under me as five to seven millennial Bible thumpers would speak
about how their “colonization-lite”-esque trip to India brought them closer to God and
how it pushed Indians further from Hinduism. 

“You need to get baptized,” my mother would whisper to me. I didn’t wish too after I
heard my former small group leader moved to Florida after being alienated from our
entire community and her family after coming out as a lesbian. My mom gossiped about
her and I at brunch that week. 

I was forced to wear those shoes, even after my not so little feet would bleed and my toes
turned purple. I threw the shoes out one morning as the sweet orange sun rose and the
neighbor’s chickens screamed as they were chased by foxes. I threw the shoes out one
morning as I smiled into the free sky whose independence can only be described as God-

like. She stared at me as I looked at her in awe. I didn’t have to wear those shoes
anymore. I didn’t have to wear the shoes. 

Ellie Polyak
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El amanecer 

Mirando el amanecer sentía feliz a la mujer. Había paz
en su vida, una vida llena de trabajo y de
responsabilidades. Tal vez no iba a ser feliz jamás en su
vida, pero en este momento todo se pauso y tranquilidad
envuelto a la mujer. Y era feliz, feliz por un momento
cuando el sol perseguio a la luna a través del cielo
infinito. 

The Sunrise 

Watching the sunrise the woman felt happy. There was
peace in her life, a life full of work and responsibilities.
Maybe she would never be happy again in her life, but in
this moment everything paused and calm surrounded the
woman. And she was happy, happy for a moment while
the sun chased the moon across the infinite sky. 

El Amanecer
Suzannah Sanders Burdis
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Pig
 Sweat

Don’t look so constipated. Tell yourself you don’t care, the shirt
wasn’t that cute anyways. Hurry up your friends yell from the other
side of the dressing room. Take your meaty fingers and try to find
the zipper. Pull the zipper. The zipper won’t budge. It would budge
if you fit the shirt. Lilli would fit the shirt. Ignore how red your face is
getting. Blow the wisps of hair out of your tear-filled eyes and
mumble soft words of encouragement. If you were thin you wouldn’t
have to mumble the stupid words to begin with. Try to breathe so
you can calm down. Stop breathing so much or you’ll rip the fabric. 

Think about a time when you were happy. Think about how happy
you will be once you are out of the mall and go home and never
leave your room again. Stop distracting yourself and yank the damn
zipper. 
The zipper finally comes down in one swoop as the loud tear of the
fabric follows. You broke the zipper, now everyone will know how
disgusting you are. Couldn’t fit into an XL crop top? Lilli can. Lilli is
beautiful. You are not. You are a pig. There’s something wrong with
you. You are the problem. 

Take the ripped top and tuck it in the back corner and leave it
there. Don’t let anyone find out you ripped it until after you leave.

Look at yourself in the mirror. Wipe your eyes. You just made it
worse. Your patchy skin is puffy and pink like a strawberry
marshmallow. Guys don’t like marshmallows for girlfriends. Guys only
like Lilli. 
Wipe your sweaty hands on your ten dollar jeans that you told
people were worth fifty. Put on the baggy sweatshirt you wore here
even though it’s 80 degrees and sunny. Use the sleeve to wipe the
sweat dripping down your forehead and into your eyes. You stink
like the pig you are. Don’t smudge your mascara. Open the door.
Tell your friends you didn’t like the top even though they saw how
excited you were when you saw it. Bummer, Aww, Shoot they say. 

Jill Reef
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Lilli can see you were crying but doesn't say anything. She sneaks
you a tissue she was keeping in her purse. She patronizes you with
her gestures. She knows she’s prettier and that’s why she’s your
friend. Watch Lilli thank the woman who helped her pick out clothes
that fit perfectly. Hide in Lilli’s shadow because that is where you
are safe. Stare at your dirty sneakers and put your hands in your
pockets to disappear a little more. 

Think about this moment. Think about how you felt terrible last time
this happened. Think about how this will never go away because
you are stuck in this meat sack forever. 
Consider online shopping from now on.
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Spring
Caroline Gordon

I wonder how, if any,
There has ever been a time

When right before our own eyes
The features life offers are seen

 
I gaze from afar the beauty

Of the world’s gifts given graciously
The trees, the flowers, the life

Are the gifts we must appreciate
 

In spring, the trees are blossoming
The flowers reappear and

Life is waiting;
Yearning for us all to explore
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A Story by Kendall Krueger 

Inspired by “Black and Violet” by

Wassily Kadinsky
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I threw my bright yellow sundress into the navy suitcase and
zipped it closed.  “Honey,” I heard from downstairs, “the cab is
here!”  

“Coming!” I called back.  I smiled knowing that I had just
married the love of my life and was about to have him all to
myself for two whole weeks!  My newlywed husband, James, and
I were leaving for a cabin in Nebraska.  I grabbed my suitcase
and skipped down the stairs and out the door.  I threw my bags
into the back of the taxi and ran inside to grab my passport.  I
locked the warm red door and waved to the elderly lady next
door.  James swept me off my feet as my dress brushed against
our legs.  He gave me a long kiss before pulling me into the taxi
that smelled strongly of cinnamon.  Next thing I knew, we were
running hand and hand through the huge airport.  Laughing, we
gave the clerk our tickets and showed  her our passports.  We
walked through the door and out outside onto the landing strip.  

We climbed the steep stairs to the small, round door, and into
the small quiet room with a few chairs.  
“First class!” James said.  I quickly fell asleep on the plush velvet
cushions, exhausted from the last few weeks of consent planning
and stress.  Next thing I knew, I was in James’ arms and he was
carrying me off the plane.  I smiled and cuddled closer.  The
frigid air stung my cheeks as the bright lights of the small, run
down, airport shone in the night. 
  I woke up again with the bright golden sun shining through the
huge windows of the hotel. James was asleep beside me as I
heard the small city noises outside, cars driving, people talking,

and dogs barking. I sat back against the wooden headboard
and breathed a sigh of relief. I quietly slipped out of bed and
ran a bath. When I came out of the bathroom I ordered room
service. A stack of buttermilk pancakes for James and some
fluffy Belgium waffles for myself. I also ordered two cups of
orange juice and a cup of coffee. Twenty minutes later room
service arrived and I shook James awake. “What?” he asked
groggily. “Food and coffee.” I answered. With that he sat up
and quickly got dressed. We started eating the most delicious
breakfast we had ever had. A few hours later we were back on
the road this time in a sleek gray rental car. Hours into our long
drive I felt a bump, the car jumped off the road and landed
hard. James slammed on the brakes, flipping the car at speed.

We got out together and looked behind us. There was a small
tree in the middle of the 
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 road that we had somehow gone over. We looked back at the
car as it was humming loudly, and suddenly the front of the car
exploded into flames. We ran over to it and I popped open the
trunk. We started throwing things out of the trunk. My navy blue
suitcase popped open and my items spilled out everywhere. I
stepped back as the car burned. In the middle of nowhere with
no way to contact anyone for help, we just sat down on the side
of the small road.  

A while went by when I finally got up and gathered all our stuff
from the middle of the road. I spent the next few hours sorting
through it with James to help me. Finally we had it down to two
bags filled with only the necessities. I put one bag on my back
and handed the other one to James. We started walking north.

Days passed and we saw no one. We were barely alive and
didn’t think we would make it. We camped and gathered food
in the forest. Slowly James got sicker and sicker till he could no
longer move easily. He had a cough that made his whole body
shake and he had a high fever. I made him sit right by a river
bank we had been following, and gave him all the food we had
stored. I gathered more food and set it all by him. I stayed with
him over night and then decided I had to go on. I had to get
James some help.  

I kept walking with little more than the clothes on my back.

Another few days passed of me having next to no sleep and
very little food. I could feel myself being drained more and
more day by day. Finally as yet another morning broke I saw a
field in the distance. I ran through the rest of the woods and
had barely made it into the field when I started to cry. I sank to
my filthy knees. There was a big, old gray farmhouse just up the
hill. I crawled on my hands and knees and I felt my dress wrinkle
beneath me. I was overwhelmingly exhausted and collapsed. I
continued to drag myself forward little by little until I could no
longer move. Just as I was taking my final breaths I heard a
little girl say “Papa there's a woman out in the field!” the
darkness closed in as I heard the pounding footsteps of a big
man run up to me. Smaller light footsteps followed and the
jingle of a dog's bell sounded like the bells of heaven
welcoming me home.  
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I woke up and felt the cool breeze lift up my hair. The sweet
smell of lilacs filled the air and I opened my eyes. I figured I
must have been in Heaven as I was no longer tired, thirsty, or
caked in weeks of dirt and mud. I was wrapped in a blanket on
a porch. A lake in front of me and my wet hair tumbling down
around my shoulders. 
“She's awake,” I heard a whisper come from behind me. I turned
around and the little girl that I had first seen in the field was
standing there. 

“Oh, dear,” said a woman, the mother I assumed, came around
the corner. “Are you Mrs. Sasha Anderson?” she calmly asked. I
nodded my head in shock. 

A dog flew into the room and jumped onto my lap. He started
licking my face as I tried to push the big thing away. The black
dog jumped down as a man's strong voice said, “Rocko down!”

“It is her,” I heard the women tell the man. The man nodded and
walked away, I then heard him talking in another room. “Do you
know where James is?” the women asked. “James!” I shouted
and shot up. The sundress swished against my still dirty legs as I
looked around frantically. The woman grabbed me and was
calming me down. I said, “He's in the forest a few days' walk
away. We need to go get him now!” 

“Grayson, she knows where he is, let's go.”  

They led me outside and into a large red truck. The man asked
me to give him directions and a few hours later we were close. 

I shouted “STOP!” as I recognised the area. I jumped out and
the man, Grayson, followed me. I ran through some bushes and
there he was lying right by the river, where I had left him. The
man dropped down by his side and felt his pulse. “He's still
here!” The man said and scooped my now frail husband up. We
rushed into the truck and its road to life. The man stepped on
the gas and we booked it back to small town life. We drove
straight through the field and into the town. He parked the
truck outside a big building and laid on the horn. An older man
and a young woman rushed out of the brick building. They laid
James on a stretcher and I ran beside them as they rushed him
inside and to the back. They hooked dozens of machines up to
him. A girl started talking to me and the women  
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“Please save him” I sobbed. The kind women came in and led me
to a different room. The little 

pushed a piece of bread into my hands.  The rest of the day was
a blur.  Yelling, phone calls, me cradling James in my arms, and
it ended with a helicopter airlifting James out of the small
hospital.  I was in the helicopter with him and I never let go of
his shaking hand.  

The next few days were filled with friends and family coming to
visit me and James.  We got dozens of cards and flowers, and
we got too many balloons to count.  I talked with him shocked
that we had somehow both survived.  I took the longest bath that
I had ever taken and ate more food than an elephant.  The week
ended with us catching a flight back home and getting into a
taxi that smelled strangely of cinnamon.  The warm red door of
our flat welcomed us home as my brand new bright yellow
sundress brushed against my legs and my navy blue suitcase
rolled beside me.  I collapsed into the small leather couch and
closed my eyes.  I felt James sit down beside me.  I was glad
that it was all over.  I fell asleep to the honking of cars, yelling,

dogs barking, and lots of people talking.  I swore that I would
never again set foot in a forest.
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The last time I went to church was nine days after my grandfather died. I
stared up at the stained glass windows and murals that spread across the
walls and ceilings. My dad quietly explained who each person was, pointing
up at the large dome. I remember there was this little boy up front, standing
proudly next to the priest. He brushed his dark curls out of his eyes, making
sure to keep hold of the gold dish in his hands. My legs swung back and forth
under the pews, but my mom rested her weary hand on my knee and I
stopped. I stared up into her eyes, and she smiled slowly leaning her head on
mine. She was exhausted, the kind of exhaustion you get from holding it
together for too long. My mom sighed quietly as I glanced around at the
other churchgoers, each mourning the loss of a loved one. 

That was the first time I had lost someone. There was a little hole of emptiness
in my chest, a hollow cave. It wasn’t grief though. I wasn’t sad. Why wasn’t I
sad? I should have been sad. I should have been crying. Crying like the old
woman who sat across from me, she held a rose-colored handkerchief in one
hand and a leather handbag in the other. My dad tapped my arm, everyone
suddenly stood up to take a long white candle from the priest. 
We walked for what seemed like hours in line, each of us holding the candles
gingerly with both hands. I stopped walking and stared into the fire. In my
head, everyone was picturing the face of their wife or husband, or
grandfather. I couldn’t though, instead I imagined long fingers reaching out at
me, flames flickering on their fingertips. “Keep walking,” my brother hissed at
me through his teeth. I glanced back at him rolling my eyes, my feet still
planted on the brown grass. He was angry, the kind of anger you get from the
death of a grandfather you’d only met six days before he died. He bumped
into my back, and the candle slipped from my grasp
falling onto the grass. Images of a blaze engulfing the lawn around us flashed
through my mind. But the candle’s flame just sputtered out, leaving a dark spot
in the long line of faint lights. My parents would tell me I had an active
imagination, I just wished I could have pictured my grandfather’s kind wrinkled
face. I picked myself up quickly, but the brown dirt stains on my knees
remained for the rest of the night. My mom pointed them out as we got in the
car, but my eyelids were already drooping as a dozed off. 

Flickering Candles
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I felt my spine pressed up against a squishy restaurant booth and realized I was
curled up in a tight ball. I opened my eyes deliberately, squinting as I tried to
figure out where I was. Without moving I looked around noticing the rest of my
family sitting in the corner of this little diner. It was pitch black outside and I could
hear murmuring from the person across me, and sniffling from whoever was next to
me. My gaze was drawn to my dad, who gripped my mom’s hand tightly. I turned
my head gently to look up at my mom, her cheeks were bright red and tears were
streaming down her troubled face. Her hand rested on her open mouth, an attempt
to muffle her shaky cries. A small gasp escaped my mouth, but I shut my eyes tight,
hoping I wouldn’t remember any of this in the morning.
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Hold Me Now

“It happens to a lot of people. You know? A whole lot of people.”

Will kept his eyes on the ground when he spoke. He could just make out
Roland’s blonde hair hanging in front of his eyes from the corner of his eye.

He could feel Roland’s forlorn expression without even looking. “I know,”

Roland’s voice came out in an ill-defined tone of pain, “You know my old
man.”

Will wasn’t sure he could say anything to that. He took a deep, slow breath,

exhaling softly and putting his hands in his khaki pockets. The sun smeared
a vivid blend of orange and pink across the horizon, blending into the
intense violet that stretched past the tips of the pines surrounding the path.

They’d been walking since school ended hours ago, but it would be dark
soon now. They walked now, sticking close to the fence that stretched into
the woods towards Juniper Street. Will’s street. The two could just make out
the distant golden light of the sodium-vapor street lamps through the blue
black forest path. 

Will opened his mouth to break the silence, but stopped. It wasn’t the time.

It would be unfair. “What?” Roland turned his head quickly, desperate for
distraction. 

“Nothing. Forget it,” Will changed the subject, “Want a smoke?” 

That got his attention. Roland cracked into a hesitant smile. “Where’d you
get those?” 

Cam Wheeler
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He took the pack Will held out, turning it over. Marlboro Reds. “My dad,”

Will blushed a little at Roland’s excitement, shoving his hands back in his
pockets and pulling out a Zippo, “I thought you’d like them, I don’t know.” 

“You cat! I didn’t know you had that in you,” He clapped Will on the back,

moving around him to take a smoke out and let Will light it for him. 

The pair sat down, backs against the fence and legs stretched out, blue
jeans and pale khakis. Will wasn’t much of a smoker but he watched Roland
carefully. Will let his cigarette burn to the filter without taking a drag,

letting the smoke curl up from his to intertwine with Roland’s. 
A cigarette or two later, Roland’s excitement was wearing off back into the
waxing misery he’d attempted to stave off. He was lost. Roland turned up
the collar of his red windbreaker against the cold of the night. Maybe to
avoid being perceived, and Will drew his gaze back to his own hands,
running his thumb over the lines of his knuckles. He’d learned once upon a
time that sometimes silence speaks for itself. He wasn’t sure he had anything
to say. Not yet, at least.
“I’m not sure I’ll make it through this summer,” Roland finally spoke.

His voice was devoid of emotion. If anything, he sounded amused with the
idea. 

Silence sat heavy between them. Both of them had been thinking it. It wasn’t
like they hadn’t seen it coming. Will loved the guy, but what can you say to
someone on the edge? 

He wanted to say don’t jump. Not yet. There’s still time. “Don’t say that,” He
pushed him lightly, trying desperately to mask his care with brotherly
comfort, “Don’t say that.”
Roland only took a drag of his cigarette, tapping the ash onto his jeans. 

They turned into Will’s driveway long past sunset. The rest of the walk had
been tense and silent. A thick, awkward uncertainty defined their
movements as they approached the house. “You can’t come inside,” Will
mumbled after a moment, standing across from him on the porch.

 Roland nodded once, his leg wrapping behind the other as he shifted his
weight, hands moving into his pockets. “Right,” he nodded. 

Will’s eyes turned sympathetic too fast when he spoke, shoulders dropping.

“I can spare a few minutes-” He said quickly, tilting his head forward,

“Wanna sit?” he offered, an edge of pleading in his voice. 

 He moved to the porch bench, patting the space next to him. Part of him
didn’t want to leave Roland alone tonight. 43



Roland’s defenses dropped hesitantly at the offer. It was what he’d hoped
to hear. His shoulders melted too, falling into the seat next to him. “Yeah,

sure,” He said softly, nodding. 

His voice was shaking. 

They sat next to each other in silence again, their shoulders a mere inch
apart. Neither looked at the other. They just stared down the street, eyes
tracing the patterns of yellow haze and blue darkness.
“You know you don’t have to graduate, really,” Will murmured after a
moment. 
“I know but-” He broke off, crumpling in on himself with his face in his hands.
He wasn’t crying. Not yet. 
Will fidgeted with his hands, again running his thumbs over his knuckles. “I’m
sorry.”

He wasn’t sure why he said it. He wasn’t responsible. He’d survived it. He
was unscatched. He hadn’t done it. 
Roland leaned on Will’s shoulder and they sat like that for a moment. Will
suddenly twisted and embraced Roland. He simply hugged him. Roland
melted into it, wrapping his arms around Will and closing his eyes tightly.

The intensity was nearly painful and his heart hurt from it. Roland whispered
something into Will’s canvas jacket that neither could fully make out or
understand, but it didn’t matter. They had each other in that moment and
Roland wanted it to last forever. He couldn’t leave. Not yet. 
 Then Will pulled away. They locked eyes. Roland felt his heart stop now,

the passionate hurt turning to a sick guilt. “I’m sorry,” Will stumbled over the
words, standing from the bench and backing to the wall. 
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Roland was left with his mouth half open, unable to process what had just
transpired. He stood, moving in a trance like way towards the porch stairs.
He couldn’t find the words to say. More than anything he wanted to hug Will
again. To feel him again. That warm embrace he’d waited so many years
for. But he couldn’t. Not yet, and maybe not ever.
Roland turned, staring at Will for a few moments, lingering expectantly on
the steps. Will glanced at the door and back at him as if he were
desperate to get away. 

Will paused, gaze staying on the ground between them, then looked up,

poorly suppressed emotion seeping out of his gaze. “Hey. You gotta go
home,” Will’s voice was choked and quiet. 
 Roland paused, looking through the window at the fuzzy gold light
glistening from Will’s home. Comfortable and pure domesticity. “I can’t,” he
said, shrugging pointlessly after a moment’s silence shared between them.

It’d been the answer Will expected; he looked aside, resigned. “You can’t
come inside-” He turned around to head inside, “-I’m sorry,” He tacked on,

pausing before entering. His voice was soft and exposed. 

 Roland stared after him, that sense of yearning tugging almost painfully in
his chest. He swallowed hard, unable to do anything but stand pointlessly
still as the door closed. He looked back on the purple black night and red
shadowed trees, past Will’s perfect wood fence and perfect car, back to
the yellowing light of the street lamps. The dark path through the woods
back to his home beckoned him to return from whence he came,

inescapable and stifling.

 Someone was walking up behind him. He turned quickly to see Angela
Brown. Valedictorian. Varsity athlete. She would go to Stanford college. A
perfect match for Will. It took him a moment too long to realize what was
happening. “Oh, hi Roland.”

 Her voice was saccharine sweet and laced with pity. Her brown eyes
reminded him of Ingrid Bergman gazing at Paul Henreid. Pity and knowing,

but no love. She was here for Will. That’s what he’d wanted to say.

 “Hey Angela.”

 She looked between the door to him, attempting to put together what had
happened here. She could hear his shaking voice. “You know you… you
mean a lot to him. We can’t just-” she paused, choosing her words carefully,

“wait for-” 

 “I know. I know, really. It’s fine.”

 He felt tears pricking behind the stereotypically masculine anger rising in
his throat. They’d move on without him. He stepped aside to let her pass up
the porch. Let her pass into the domestic bliss of Will’s home. His perfect
car. His perfect fence. His perfect home. 
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TimelineTimeline

00:00 - God created the world
↓

00:01 - The world created God
 

Fiona Xu
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Johnny: A strapping, ambitious
young lad who comes into the

office early and leaves late. The
kid has a good head on his

shoulders
 

Amber: Always working-- doesn’t
she have a husband? Kids? Such a

shame, she really is quite
beautiful.

Notes on Employees,
From Mr. Bailey’s Journal
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Strong hands kneaded at an aching back beneath popcorn ceiling,
peeling wallpaper, and an ever present electrical hum. A binder was
neatly folded beside a wig stand. A man tilted back his head and pressed
his lips to the corner of his lover’s mouth. She tasted like honey. 
Her chin came to rest on his shoulder. He leaned into her touch, cheek to
cheek.
“My brother called today,” she broke the silence. “He’s not coming to the
wedding.”
Sam pulled away to look at her. She was taller than him and he tilted his
head up to meet her eyes. “Lilah…”

Rain Jocas
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“Sam.”
Sam reached out his hand and touched his fingertips to her face. Her jaw
was angular where his was soft, her stubble rough on the pad of his thumb
as he stroked her cheek. Her hair was too short to brush behind her ear
but he made the motion anyway. His love was fiercely proud of what she’d
managed to grow so far.
“I don’t want to talk about it.” Her voice was low, the way she only
allowed it to be when they were alone.
Sam raised his eyebrows.
Lilah sighed, “I knew this would happen, I just…”
Sam’s hair was long. It was a compromise he’d made with his mother. He
wouldn’t cut his hair and she would stop calling him her little girl. Sam was
wearing a suit to the wedding but his mother didn’t know that. She
wouldn’t come if she knew.
“You thought he might change?”
“Not really, no.”
Lilah touched her hand to Sam’s and wove their fingers together. Her
hands were large where his was small and she was the most beautiful
woman Sam had ever seen.
On their first date Lilah wore a sky blue polo and Sam wore a dress the
color of embers. They had different names back then. Neither was
comfortable in their skin and so they slipped into each other's. She wasn’t
a boy and he wasn’t a girl and they were both madly in love.
“But you hoped.”
Lilah went to Catholic school. It was an all-boys, the kind of place where
little boys learned not to cry. One time in seventh grade a boy in her
class wore nail polish to school and the nuns made him scrub the floors
until every last bit of paint chipped away. His fingers were red and raw
and stayed that way as he scrubbed the word ‘faggot’ off his desk every
morning after.
The nuns thought Lilah was a “strapping young boy” and she dared not
protest. Never mind that her body felt wrong. She was too tall, shoulders
too broad, voice as deep as a grave. In her dreams she was softer,
dancing in cotton skirts and pale pink lipstick. But surely every boy felt
that way?
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Sometimes Lilah dreamt she’d wake up as a girl. If only she prayed hard
enough, long enough, until her knees and eyes and ears bled onto the
floor, surely God would see his mistake.
 “I hoped.”
 Sam didn’t believe in God but he knew the shape of her. God was
gripping a paper cup of overpriced coffee, white knuckled as he
admitted he didn’t feel much like a girl. God was Lilah’s soft exhale as she
asked you can do that? God was pulling the dresses from his closet and
laying them on her bed. God was Lilah’s smile, her laugh, her tears, the
feel of her skin beneath his fingers, and the sound of her heart as they
laid chest to chest. 
 Sam pressed his forehead against Lilah’s and inhaled his scent. “If your
brother won’t come,” he decided, “my mother won’t either.”
 Lilah looked up in surprise. “You mean?”
 Sam nodded.
He grabbed a section of hair. It was long, longer than it had any right to
be and he hated it. Then he began to braid. With deft fingers he wove as
he had so many times before. He made seven even braids and tied them
off at the tops and ends with the ponytail holders Lilah quietly passed his
way.
What does it mean to worship? Kneeling is still kneeling whether on green
church carpets or between a lover’s thighs, and God is only ever kind if
your existence is not a sin. Lilah had passed through yearning lips every
name in that precious holy book- but she chose the name of a harlot.
She remembers the nuns, and their ruler which came swinging down at
little boys’ knuckles. She bore a different name then, one not gifted but
cinched around her throat. What faith she had left she gripped with raw
and bloody fingers: the blood and Body of Christ. She still kept a rosary
beneath the bed alongside her childhood monsters.
Sam named himself after no one. He only chose these three letters
because liked the way they tasted on his tongue. When he stood and
crossed the room he did not realize his footsteps echoed like a lion’s holy
roar. He had never learned, as his fingers curled around the kitchen
scissors, the story of Samson and Delilah. Lilah knew the story all too well.
She wore it like a second skin.
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Sam paused. His mother had made him vow never to cut his hair.  (You
have such pretty hair, don’t you dare cut it.) It would kill him, she said, it
would kill her little girl. 
Lilah laid her hand on top of his. “Are you sure about this?”
 (I only think you’d be happier if you stopped putting that shit in your
body, no I don’t want to hear it, I won’t have you looking like a man.  You
have such pretty hair, don’t you dare cut it. Why can’t you just accept
what god gave you? You’re killing me if you do this. You’re killing my baby.
You know I love you, right?)
Sam took a deep breath. His mother never had a little girl. How could he
kill something that didn’t exist? He held the scissors close to his scalp-
(You’re killing me if you do this. You’re killing my baby. You know I love
you, right?)
 -and tore through the first braid.
(You know I love you, right?)
He cut another braid.
(I love you- right?)
 Another. 
 (Right?)
 The braids fell to the floor in a coil, like limp snakes. His head felt light,
lighter than it had ever been. He wanted to cry so he did. It was different
from the way he usually cried- he was smiling. The smile didn’t fall, not
even when the scissors clattered to the floor.

“Here,” he pressed the braid into Lilah’s hands, picking up each of her
fingers to curl them over the hair.
Lilah stared down at her own hands. “What’s this?”
“It’s a gift,” he said. Sam brought her hands close and pressed his lips to
them. He let go.
Lilah laughed. “That’s sweet and all, but what the hell am I supposed to do
with your hair?”
Sam shrugged. “It seemed the thing to do.”
He pulled away and brought the scissors to his scalp once more. One by
one he cut off the braids and laid them into Lilah’s outstretched arms.
Lilah studied the braids. “We could donate it, make a wig. I’m pretty sure 
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there’s somebody out there who knows how to do that- if that’s okay with
you?”
“Honestly, I was thinking about leaving one of them on my mom’s doorstep
with a note that says she’s not invited.”
“That works too.”
Sam thought about it for a moment. “The wig idea, I think. I wouldn’t want
it to go to waste.”
 Sam ran his fingers through his now short hair. It was messy and awful and
he would definitely need to visit the barbershop before the wedding. He
loved it.
 “You don’t think that’d be weird, some stranger wearing your hair?”
 “Not really. Besides, think of it as an elaborate ‘fuck you’ to dear old
mum.”
 Lilah set the braids down on the counter. She cupped Sam’s cheek and
brushed the hair out of his face. He leaned into the touch. She held a
small strand of hair between her middle and pointer finger and began to
cut. It fell down onto his nose forcing him to bat at his nose to get it
away.
 “You look awful,” Lilah teased.
 Sam peered up at her. “Good thing I have you to fix it for me.”
 Lilah sectioned out another strand and cut it away. She continued on,
strands of strawberry hair falling onto Sam’s shoulders and the floor. It
wasn’t perfect, but it was better than Sam’s hack job. One part stuck up in
the back. He had a cowlick, apparently, which had been hidden for years
beneath Sam’s heavy hair. It was cute.
 When Lilah was done, Sam shook all the loose hairs off his shirt. He
grabbed the broom and dustpan and tossed it in the bin.
 His head felt light and his neck was cold. It was a new feeling, an
absence of a pain in his neck he had grown so accustomed to as to not
notice it at all. It was similar to the feeling of taking off his binder after a
long day- or more accurately the first time he tried a binder on. Sam felt
more like himself than he had in, perhaps ever. He smiled, wide and
unguarded.
 Lilah smiled back.
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They retired for the evening the way they always did. Atop of loose sheets
with the weight of Sam’s head against Lilah’s chest. She hummed, idly
threading her fingers through what was left of Sam’s hair. Sam buried his
face into Lilah’s neck and sighed.
 (You’re killing me if you do this. You’re killing my baby. You know I love
you, right?)
 Sam leaned his head back so he could look up at Lilah. He brushed her
hair out of her eyes, lingering his hands behind her ear. He kissed her and
she kissed him back.
 (You know I love you, right?)
 (I love you- right?)
 (Right?)
 Sam leaned back, still cradling Lilah’s cheek. Her eyes were soft. “I love
you.”
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“The angels in heaven gon’ sign your name if you book your ticket for
the Freedom Train. HALLELUJAH.”

〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜              

I heard Grandma Lottie singing in the other room. I knew what day it
was. When I heard those eerie, raspy words, strung together sounding
like moaning, I always knew exactly what day it was. But I asked
anyway as I walked into the room. 

“What are you singing, Grandma Lottie?” I asked. 

“For Eric, baby. I’m singin’ for Eric,” she responded, with the smallest hint
of nostalgia in her voice. 

 Eric died this day 52 years ago. Grandma Lottie always sang on the
anniversary of his death; the anniversary of his murder.
     “Can you tell me about him again?” I asked her. 
I knew it would pain her, I did. But I had to hear it again. I pulled out
the mahogany chair from under the dinner table for Grandma Lottie to
sit in. I studied the chair’s cushion, noting all of the embroidered
cherries scattered across the canary yellow fabric. I sat down and we
began enjoying our supper. The sweet smell of cornbread mixed with
the cheesy, buttery scent of mac n’ cheese filled the air of Grandma
Lottie’s apartment. The pungent, sulfuric, tangy scent of collard greens
plead with my nostrils to be let in. I had overcooked the greens.  
“Sure baby. But could you hand me some o’ them collard greens first?”

 I picked up the bowl of greens and extended my arm in her direction.

Her old, umber-brown hand shook as she took the bowl and placed it
on the table next to her plate. 

Grandma Lottie was a teenager during the civil rights movement of the
60s. She had witnessed and heard and experienced more hate than
any 15-year-old should know was possible. She had stories—hell, entire
novels! One incident, in particular, had always stuck with her: the day
her best friend, Eric, died. Was murdered. Shot. 

Helena Souffrant
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“We was walking home from school in the middle of March. Me and Eric
liked cuttin’ through the playground on the corner to get home. We was
laughin’ about last week’s Sunday school. Eric had snuck me an extra
cookie after mass when Pastor Lowry wasn’t lookin’. I told him he was an
idiot for goin’ behind Pastor’s back so he ate it instead. I had always
had a lil’ crush on Eric; such a charmin’ boy.” 

The smile in her voice disappeared as she continued. 

“Once we got past the swings, we heard yellin’ coming from a few
blocks down. Wasn’t never no peace in Birmingham in the 60s,” she said
solemnly.

I leaned in as she spoke. She told the story just how I remembered
hearing it the first time.

 “The screams and shouts got louder as we got closer. Crash! We heard
a window shatter and even more screams. Once we got to the corner,
we saw a mob. ‘Bout thirty negroes all screamin’ and shoutin’ over each
other like they all thought they was right. The only non-negroes we saw
was cops. Five of ‘em. Doin’ what they do: beatin’ up on little black boys
knowin’ good and well they ain’t gon’ get shit for it.”
Grandma Lottie usually paused at this part of the story. She always took
a breath or two before describing how she and Eric got so close to the
mob that they became part of it. Someone there explained to them
that there had been a robbery at the corner store. Even though
witnesses swore they watched a middle-aged white man do it, the
police insisted it was the little black boy. He had been across the street
when it happened. But the police said it was him. The negro. Just
another black boy blamed for a white man’s crime. “That was the 60s,”
Grandma Lottie would always say. 
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“I wanna go,” said Eric. “C’mon Lottie, you know what them cops do to
kids like us.”
From what Grandma Lottie told me, Eric seemed like a sweet boy. He
wore a conk hairstyle and browline glasses. He attended Sunday mass
with his family and his contagious laugh could be heard from across the
classroom. He always made people laugh, especially Grandma Lottie.

That day at school, he had gotten a ketchup stain on his white polo. His
mother would’ve been furious to see it if he had made it back home
that afternoon. 

“We pushed and squeezed and shimmied our way through the crowd to
try and get to the other side. But we ain’t get very far ‘fore one of ‘em
white cops grabbed Eric by the shoulder.” 
Grandma Lottie stopped and sniffled. I gently passed my thumb over
the top of her wrinkly hand, silently encouraging her to go on. 

 “Where ya think you’re going, son?” snarled one of the cops. 
“Just trying to get home, sir,” Eric said, his voice shaky. 

“C’mon Arnie, leave that one alone. We already got one,” said another
cop, jerking his head in the direction of the little black boy now
handcuffed, his bloody nose surely dripping on the cushions of the back
seat of the cop car. 
“What’s stoppin’ the rest of ‘em from doing it too?” replied the cop, his
fingers still digging into Eric’s shoulder.
A piece of cornbread fell on the floor and Murphy, Grandma Lottie’s St.
Bernard puppy, trotted to the side of the table to lap it up from the
floor. 
“Eric tried to explain to 'em that he hadn’t even been there when the
robbery happened, but they weren’t interested. They just needed the
satisfaction of shoving someone’s head down under the brim of that
cop car knowing damn well he’s innocent. The more Eric tried to
explain his innocence, the tighter the cop’s fingers dug into his shoulder,
and eventually, his wrists. The cop started screamin’ at him. Eric’s eyes
couldn’t hold back the tears no more. He started sniffling. 
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‘Quit cryin’,’ spat the cop. ‘Negroes like you ain’t supposed to cry.’ This
only made Eric cry even more.

‘Listen son, you either gon’ shut the hell up or get in that car.’
‘But I ain’t do nothi-’ SMACK. 

The cop hit Eric across the face. He ain’t even yelp or scream. Just
stood there, cold. I ain’t even recognize him no more.”

I winced. Grandma Lottie brought a spoonful of my overcooked collard
greens up to her mouth. A tear rolled down her face, its wet trail
coating her pores and finally settling at the tip of her chin. The bead of
tears became too heavy so it dripped onto the tablecloth.

 “'Get on the ground, son!' the cop demanded. 

 'Why?' Eric replied. 

‘Get on the damn ground, boy!’ the cop screamed."

I imagined the scene play out in my head, and Grandma Lottie
continued. I envisioned the cop’s finger teasing the trigger of the gun
strapped to his waist. Eric saw it: his life at the mercy of the cop’s
finger. Eric kneeled and let his arms bend until his chest lie on the hard
concrete, surrendering his humanity to the cop who now looked down
upon him. The cop wrestled with Eric’s wrists which had nail marks
indented in them. I wanted to cry, but I also wanted Grandma Lottie to
keep going.

“I heard the clink of the handcuffs and began to weep. Eric looked up
at me, and I looked at him, tears streamin’ down our faces. Our tears
spoke to each other’s. I told my tears to tell Eric’s that I was sorry. Then I
couldn’t look at him no more.”

“What did Eric’s tears say?” I asked her. 
“I don’t know,” she replied. “My tears never heard what Eric’s said
because the bullet silenced them. His white polo turned red. Deep red.

But not red like the ketchup stain. There was more. His momma would’ve
been pissed. No amount of washin’ could get that shirt white again.

She’d be scrubbin’ like a slave for years.”
I felt my face heat up like a tea kettle just before a tear left the corner
of my eye. I pictured Eric lying on the ground, trembling. With each
small quiver left a breath from his body, edging closer and closer to the
last one.

“Damn those cops,” she said. “Nothin’ but bastards.”
“Then what happened?” I asked her. 
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She told me how the mob silenced. Their eyes darted to the wound in
Eric’s back and followed the trail of blood spreading over the street. 
“I couldn’t save him,” she said. “Couldn’t make him smile. Couldn’t make
him laugh like he made me laugh. I screamed. Some nice lady snuck me
around the corner and drove me home. I left him there, not that there
was much of him left. Just a body goin’ cold on the concrete.” Her tone
was chalky and dry. 

Grandma Lottie had finished her supper and was ready for bed. I
helped her walk to her bedroom, get under the diamond-patterned
African quilt, and put her glasses on the bedside table. Her lavender
walls looked dull-brown in the dim light. The overhead fan hummed as it
circulated the smell of the cornbread throughout the room. Grandma
Lottie laid in her bed, comfortable, though her brow furrowed with
sadness and memory. Murphy whimpered as he sat in the doorway,

almost as if he remembered Eric too.

“Why’d they shoot him?” I asked as I knelt down next to her bed.

“Because baby, that’s what they do. Now listen here. Don’t you ever
trust no cop. The moment you give ‘em your trust is the moment you give
‘em that heart beatin’ inside of ya. When you see one, you run like all
hell. Keep runnin’ and runnin’ ‘til you get to the Freedom Train. I been
had my ticket.” 
“The what?” I asked her. I had never heard this part of the story before.

“The Freedom Train, of course,” she said as a smile crept across her
face. She closed her eyes and began to sing.

“The angels in heaven gon’ sign your name if you book your ticket for
the Freedom Train. HALLELUJAH.” 

〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜〜

Silence. I looked over at her. Her furrowed brow had relaxed. I could
see her dream. I could hear her bare feet slap on the cold, hard floor
of the train. The cushion let out a little blip of air as she took her seat.
Eric was sitting to the right. His wound had healed. His polo shirt was
white again, except for the little ketchup stain. The conductor blew his
whistle. CHOO CHOO. The gears started turning. CHUG. The train
screeched as it began to move. CHUG. I heard the conductor’s whistle
until the train was so far down the track I heard nothing at all. 
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It Only Runs Skin Deep

Jordan Nichols

The ambient lights and blaring speakers at the party cast fluorescent pinks
and yellows across my face. The music’s rhythm made it easy to get lost in the
party’s atmosphere. I needed just one night of normalcy, one night to feel as if
I still belonged. I wanted to forget myself in the swarm of bodies swaying to
the music. I needed a night without judgment. 
“Aye shawty, you tryna dance?” Jeremiah, my ex-boyfriend, asked, his breath
lingering with punch and mints. His hands quickly grabbed onto my own and
twirled me around, ignoring the beat of the song. He always followed his own
rhythm, danced to his own beat. I couldn’t help but be helplessly dragged
along with his antics, finding myself falling for him in the process. Laughter
bubbled out of my throat despite my best attempts at hiding it. “You needa
stop mean-mugging me, bro. I know you miss this,” he said, a smirk present on
his boyish features.
“That’s where you’re wrong, JJ. I don’t miss you or anything about you.”

“You think you Hollywood now that you at that school? That’s probably why you
broke it off, so you could party up there with dem rich kids. Right?” he asked,

all joy ripped from his tone quickly replaced by anger. “I can’t believe you.

You threw two years down the drain for what? For who? Don’t forget where
you came from.” Scoffing, I ignored his remark and took another swig of my
drink. I tried to ignore the stares that surrounded us, but slowly began to feel
self-conscience. I heard the whispers that sounded similar to ‘sellout’ and
‘Oreo.’ With each mutter my dress felt too tight, my hair not straight enough,

my look too ghetto. 

“How am I trying to party it up with rich kids, just cause I changed schools? I
wanna get out of this place; I don’t wanna be a girl from Renishaw forever.”
“Man, whatever Imani. You changed.” He pushed me off of him and stormed
through the gathering crowd. I’ve heard those last two words ever since I
switched schools. It started with the side glances and muttering when I
straightened my curls, the jokes when I replaced my Jordans with Sperrys, and
the annoyance when I stopped hanging out in the neighborhood. Suddenly,

everybody had something to say because I didn’t want my life defined by
being from Renishaw. This place tears you apart; you either fall through the
cracks or die trying to get out. 
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“The shows over guys!” I yelled at the people that deeply stared at me with
resentment. As if one look at me would make them suffer the same disease,

the sickness called whitewashed. Giggles and whispers filled my ears as
they all quickly returned to dancing. Almost too quickly, causing me to
question if the scene even happened or merely a figment of painful
imagination, but the angry look on JJ from across the room brought me
back to reality. The reality that I wasn't accepted here not in this party, not
in this town, not even in this world. I’m the sellout, the girl that escaped, the
girl that cowardly ran away.

My mood spoiled from Jeremiah’s encounter; I quickly grabbed my things
and started the short walk to the bus stop. Cigarette butts and cracked
bottles crunched under my hurried rubber soles. I was angrier with myself
more than anything because JJ was right. I was ashamed of where I was
from and who I was. It's hard holding your head up high in the hallways or
down the street when you have a huge stamp on your forehead that
screams ‘I’m different.’ 
If there’s one thing I learned from my school, it's harder to blend in than
stand out, and I was sick of standing out. My thoughts turned the once long
wait at the bus-stop to a mere few seconds. Time passed me by as I
mentally tormented myself. The loud exhale of the worn bus gathered my
loose ends and I mechanically swaggered through the tiny rows. I slumped
into the empty seat and the bus abruptly jerked to a start. With each slow
turn of the wheel my mind raged and screamed at itself. 
The taunting voices of the girls at school filled my ears and harshly kissed
my cheeks. I tried to rub against my skin to console myself, but was met with
the harsh sting of my nails. I closed my eyes for a moment of peace, a
moment of relief, a moment to escape, but was met with the scene that
constantly replayed in my mind like a sick mantra. The girl that helped me
realize I would never fit into their world or be comfortable in mine. 

 My mind so distracted by my thoughts, I almost didn’t notice the girl, Lydia
from english class. Her blonde hair was contrasting against the bleak grey
of the lockers, I tried hard to act as if I didn't see her before she
recognized me. The harsh glares and mutters directed towards me went
unnoticed to her as she smiled at me mockingly. 

“Hey, is that you, Imaya?” Lydia asked, her hand waving vigorously. 

“It’s Imani.”
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“I saw you live in Renishaw? What’s it like actually living in the ghetto? My
maid lives there too. I didn’t know we had someone that lived in the hood go
to this school. No surprise though, you are black.” she said, her voice laced
with jovial distaste. Her arrogance and disrespect given blatantly. The last
word penetrated like poison she quickly spat out. I was used to comments
like this from kids at school, so I brushed it off. I was black, so it’s no surprise
I’m from here. 

“What does it matter to you? Don’t you live on the other side of town?” I
whispered harshly, but the stares of disgust made me shrink smaller into my
hoodie. 

“I came down there to visit her cause she is in the hospital and I thought I
saw you. I just wanted to confirm that you actually lived in that filthy city. It’s
kinda funny that even though you come from dirt you don’t act like it. You
don’t even talk like the rest of them.” I had once prided myself on having
‘good diction,’ but that wasn’t enough for acceptance in their world. The
lump that formed in my throat choked me from responding but didn’t stop my
nod and smile in agreement. I was used to this because I wasn't like them. 

The slow almost sluggish movement of the bus stopped and the people
slowly shuffled off. Each person that passed left a painful reminder into my
skin again, and again, and again.

“You needa stop letting ‘dem white girls talk to you any kinda way.”

“You a sellout bro, this why don't nobody like you.”

“You black only on the outside, cause you sure not like us.” 
I never quite saw the people glance my way, but in my mind, they were
screaming at me, pleading with me. I never wanted my skin’s hue to be how
people defined me, but I couldn't escape the pain that came with it no
matter what I did. No matter how much I straightened my hair, got rid of my
slang, and exceeded in school, it was never enough.

 I would always be just another girl with no meaning beyond my blackened
skin. My mama told me to hold my head high when I walked into that school
and never forget who I was, but I never fulfilled either of those tasks.
 

The sound of basketballs and Jordans beating against the concrete court
created an orchestra of sounds filled with a melody of laughter. The music of
my neighborhood welcomed me off the bus and enveloped me into a painful
embrace. It felt as if the always moving block stilled in judging silence as I
hurried towards my house. My heartbeat pounded through my ears 74



when I made eye contact with one of my neighbors. Her lips moved to form
words, but the sound never registered in my ears underneath the loud
exhales of nervousness that rushed through my lungs. My nerves didn't calm
until I ran through the door and heard the click of the lock. 

I remember when  this neighborhood was a place I made friends and had
happiness within my heart. Friends would pass me the ball during
neighborhood games and braid my hair, but it was different now. That all
changed when I supposedly changed. Everybody seemed to be fine with
being black and living here, but it was only a reminder of discomfort for me.

It was a reminder that I would never be the same as everybody else. 

“You look like you done seen a ghost. Wasn't you supposed to be at that
party?” my mama asked, her questioning brown eyes and warm scent of
jasmine and vanilla filling my nose.

“I forgot about some last-minute homework.” I didn’t let her respond as I ran
up the stairs two at a time. A phrase sounding similar to ‘don't be slamming
no doors in my house’ was the last thing I heard before my door closed
silently. 

Tears gathered in my eyes, and my vision blurred as my thoughts violently
attacked me. Posters of my favorite rappers and basketball players
covered the walls as their corners rippled with age to fit my new persona.

My mind felt similar, ruined with age and slowly crushed with the
disappointment I know I caused others. As my thoughts the connection with
my mama frayed little by little, thought by thought, melanin by melanin. 

I furiously straightened my hair, the crisp smell of burning follicles wafted
through the house. Staring into the mirror, my tear-stained cheeks reflected
back at me. I hated what I saw.

I hated the one thing I couldn’t change about myself, no matter how hard I
prayed and wished. My classmates got to brush their hair and it cascaded
perfectly down their backs, while mine moved to the sky like oceans of
misery crashing against my silhouette. I hated my skin and everything that
came with it. I hated the stereotypes; I hated the pain; I hated the looks,
the stares, the whispers, the gossip. I hated it. I hated it. I hated it. 
Ignoring my mama’s call for dinner I entered the shower in another futile
attempt to scrub the black off of me. The steam of the shower’s water
burned my clouded mind but never seemed to wash away the words
branded into my psyche. I scrubbed until my skin turned hues of crimson, but
the black never washed off. Hot tears seared my skin as the washcloth
burned my arms and legs. 
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“Imani, open this door! I know you heard me call you for dinner.” The
numbness that embraced me once I turned the shower water off sent chills
down my spine. With exaggerated effort, I opened the door, my tears still
on full display. 

“Mama, it won’t come off. No matter how hard I scrub, I can’t get it off.” I
sobbed as my words bounced around the walls of the bathroom. My skin
was a curse. Balancing between two worlds, it kept me isolated and
alone. “Mama, why won’t it come off? I’m supposed to be perfect; why
won’t it come off?” The words rushed off my tongue but were hardly
distinguishable. My questions were met with her horrified stare and
shaking hands covering her mouth.

“What won’t come off, Imani?” she asked, her voice slightly shaking.

“My skin, Mama. Why won’t it wash off? I want it off. I need it off. I want to
be like the rest of the kids at my school. I’m sick of this neighborhood. I’m
sick of being called ghetto. I just wanna be normal. I want it off.” My
mama engulfed me in a hug and whispered loving words into my hair.
“Your skin is beautiful and you are not ghetto, don’t go around sayin’ that.
You hear me?” She said looking into my eyes, “Imani you gonna  do
something positive in the world, and your skin won’t hold you back. Don’t
let nobody’s words hurt you like that, it only runs skin deep baby. Only skin
deep.” 

 Her words brought me no comfort, but the shudders and gasp of tears
slowed. Through my blurry vision, the tube of Hydroquinone glinted from
the top of my cabinet. A feeling of contentment swelled in my heart and
the tears stopped, the ghost of a smile painting my features. My mama
was right about one thing, it only ran skin deep. 
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I’m trapped
Trapped between the voice in my head and what I see on tv

How come there isn’t anybody there that looks like me?

Wrapped in melanin
The same color as coffee, eyes twinkle like stars

Am I ugly?

Classmates and strangers I knew would look at me different 
Telling me that I was too dark to be in their group

Telling me that my hair was ugly because it wasn’t perfect coils
They only liked it when it was straight...I don’t want to be white

But I needed friends
I needed someone to be in my corner when I was feeling down

So I started to look for things that would make me appear lighter
I mean if I was light skin then I’d have more friends right?

I’d be considered beautiful
Beautiful a twisted word which depends on the eye of the beholder

My head thought I was beautiful
My skin the same color as obsidian

My hair has as many kinks and twist as a coral reef
I should consider myself pretty

But reality hit
Why should I look at myself that way

The only time I see people like me is on the news on their way to jail
Being locked up yet again 

When I see a black woman, I see black mammy 

With big pink monkey lips
I see H&M putting out shirts with the coolest monkey in the jungle 

Is that all I am?

An animal
Yet another species that does whatever it needs to get by

Like my white counterparts would say a field nigger
Because I was too dark to be in the house

I wasn’t light enough
Too dirty to be looked at as something other than trash

This has been passed down for generations
This mentality has brainwashed my people

It’s funny how no one likes it until it becomes a trend
I start to see my people on tv
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Happy I see people like me, but angry because now the white kids want to be my
friend

You’re so pretty, I love your hair
Contradicting themselves, trying to manipulate me into believing they felt this

way from the start
But I know better

I take a step back and I realize
If I wasn’t beautiful then people wouldn’t try to imitate me

They wouldn’t get box braids or call themselves wearing an afro if their hair is a
little bit frizzy

They wouldn’t get lip injections, for fuller lips 
The Kim Kardashian boxer braids which are actually cornrows

The unnatural tans, the blackface
It’s crazy because everyone wants to be me until it’s time to be me 

To be looked at as ghetto 

To be seen as a criminal 
To be stared at everywhere I go

To be watched carefully, waiting for me to hit someone 

To be from the hood
To be a black woman

I change the way I talk to please others
From I’m finna head out to
I’m going to leave now

Making sure to pronounce every syllable 

And not talking too fast, speaking with an accent, which to everyone I seem to
have 

I need to be perfect to equate to my peers
Never giving anyone a reason to think less of me 

Continuously being told when they go low you go high
They go low you go high
They go low, but it’s hard

Not being able to stand up for yourself without being seen as threatening
As scary 

As the angry black woman
Not being able to talk to anyone because the story always gets flipped on you 

Because the little white girl is always telling the truth 

I always seem to be doing something wrong 

And still I rise
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Rise above the hate, the critics, and the appropriators
I’m learning how to love myself by learning that the world doesn’t make

my beauty standards
Learning that my skin is beautiful

My skin is enough
I’m me and that’s the best I’ll ever be
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Breathing is easier than it seems
 Than when you’re covered in pink

And I can’t think of anything but inevitable
feminity

 

How one day I’ll be a painted face and a smile
that beams

 And every cell in my body screams to reclaim
it

Breathing is easier than it seems
 

Afraid I’d never be deeper than purple and
pink

 So I’ll push it away until
I’m consumed inevitable feminity and it’s

written in permanent ink
 

One day I’ll be out of envious green tears
 And my mind will become all it’s own
But breathing is easier than it seems

 

Redefined and my own crafted dream
 I’ll tear off the chains of beauty and weight
In the future, holding onto my own feminity

 

Every now and again-

 Temptation will creep up on me
And ask if I will cry green tears again, but by

then
Breathing will be as easy as it seems
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AND OTHERS

HERE
LIES

By Teliyah Davis
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In the darkness I’m here to stay 

Why does everyone want me to fade away? 

The focus is on her, 
And I’m merely a blur 
A pawn for a game 

Played by those who have no shame
With all my might 

I try to step into the light
 

But the world does not let me 

They don’t want to see me free
 

Look at her face
She does not know that I’m stuck in this place

Eyes forward straight ahead
Words that could heal left unsaid. 

 

So what should I do in a situation like this?
I’m tired of wandering around in the abyss 

But it’s getting harder and harder for me to resist;
I thought I knew this girl in my life,

But I was wrong and I felt it stab me like a knife. 

 

Shadow
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They say masks are just for masquerade balls. 
Feathered, colored, and covered in jewels 
But in reality, the most common mask is skin. 

 

Scrubbing and scrubbing at my reflection;

But I can not erase my complexion
 

Our beauty lies beneath the mask 

Covered up and buried in black 

Changing everything about ourselves until it 
Is only individuality we lack. 

 

A light face, skinny, and tall
Why does this matter at all? 

It has only become my downfall. 
 

 

A Mask We Call
Skin
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My eyes are spectacles.
I see the wide view, I see the truth. 

I wish I could never perceive.

She wanted to destroy my colors of the world, 

And now my rainbow is gone 

In its place, there’s a mixture 

Of light, dark, and true melancholy, sadness, and
numbness; 

Now the colors of my soul. 
 

I no longer see what is happening 

My world is so dark
And my mind is in reckoning 

The future is not clear
All I can do is sit here and not shed a tear.

 

 

Graceful Hands
Commit Treason
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Hello, you may not know me; 

‘Cause there’s a new look in my eyes
And that you see in color 

And all I see is greys
But if I colored myself lighter, 

Would you let me stay?

 

Fingerprints and DNA 

These are things I can not change 

 

Hidden deep inside, things I never said 

Tears in my eyes, that start to shed
My tears just flow 

Making my eyes gleam and glow
 

All these things hidden deep inside
The tears in my eyes haven’t dried 

Wishing for things that will never come
Here I am alone, broken, and numb.

 

 

 

Here Lies
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She is cruel and precious
She heals but also cuts deep with 

Her long and sharp blade
 

A murderer of faces, 
Memories and occasions 
A heartless killer of words 

 

Threatened by my beauty;

She suffocates my desire. 

Everything is gone, 

Even the sound of my own voice. 

 

My tongue became a sharp knife 

Slicing the insides of my cheek 

Trying to make its way out. 
 

So I scream and scream and scream, but I’m 

drowning-

No one can hear me. 

 

 

A Deadly Visitor
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